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Back in 1972, the company of Greenwood and Ball sold a range of
Wargames figures called Garrison
Miniatures. They produced catalogues
for the figures of course, but they also
produced something else. They produced a house magazine that they called
The Garrison Journal.
As far as I know they only produced the
one. Forty years on I felt it really was
time for another.

Paul Ashton handing the Garrison moulds over
to Rob Young

The original was quite a glossy affair. This isn’t. This is just someone indulging
in his hobby while at the same time keeping alive some great old figures and
the memory of the people who produced them. My intention is to produce a
small number of copies to send out to a group of people who I feel appreciate
these figures. So expect a bias towards 20mm Ancients and wargames figures
rather than exhibition.
The objectives of the Journal?
Trying to think of a good answer to this one. Put together in one place information about the company, the products, the people. Partly, it will be a photographic record of some of the figures. Sadly, I have very little in the way of
photos of the people concerned. However, I do have a number of catalogues,
both of Greenwood and Ball and Rose Miniatures, so will include some items
from these, including the shameless use of old 70s ads to fill in gaps in pages!
Mostly, though, it’s an eclectic mix.
Hope you enjoy it.

Rob Young
August 2012

Short History of Garrison
Miniatures

This section needs to start with a lot of thank yous. I think it would be fair to
say that the bulk of the information comes from the excellent but now sadly defunct Vintage20Mil website with additions from other sources, personal recollections and items/figures/info subsequently discovered. So thanks to everyone
who has helped over the years.
It all started with Greenwood and Ball. John Greenwood made the figures,
Katherine Ball painted them, and they were sold to collectors. They also made
diaramas for various clients, including the United Services Museum in London.
These figures were originally (preWW2!) 40mm, but in the 40s changed to
20mm. This situation lasted until 1959 when they started to produce ranges of
cheaper figures. Vintage20Mil describes Don Featherstone as saying the range
included ACW, WW1 and Naval figures, plus a one inch range of Napoleonic
staff officers and 1066 Normans. However, there were other figures produced
as I also have a number of Colonial figures in my own collection. These figures
were characterised by have wire soldered to the boots of the cavalry so they
could stand whilst dismounted.
We now come to a time of major changes. 1966-1971. Three things happened.
Firstly, in 1966 John Braithwaite presented a range of figures at the first National Wargames Convention in Southampton in
1966. At some stage these figures replaced the
original 20mm ranges. Secondly, in 1970 I bought
my first Garrison figures. This is useful because
the figures I bought were the John Braithwaite
figures - so the changeover occurred before then.
Finally, John Greenwood died in 1971 and the
Garrison ranges were taken over by Bill Pearce of

The Garrison in Harrow. Garrison ranges included Ancients and Napoleonics
plus a few WW2 German infantry.
These 20mm figures were replaced by new 25mm figures that were not much
taller than the 20mm ones, just bulkier. Have to admit, I would have appreciated some notice about this – they didn’t change the codes and I got quite a
shock when some Greek hoplites I ordered arrived!
Organisationally, Greenwood and Ball continued as the company producing
Garrison figures, as well as many other designers’ products in several scales.
They even went into the publishing business, producing a couple of Seven
Years War information guides. The Garrison shop closed, although a second
shop, The Northern Garrison, continued. This lasted until about 1973 – certainly closed before the ‘new’ 25mm ranges were introduced. I used to visit the
shop on a regular basis and wouldn’t have ordered figures by post had it been
still open! The company relocated to Thornaby then, later, Stockton-on-Tees.
According to his daughter, Cathy
Miller, John Braithwaite died in of a
heart attack in 1992. Bill Pearce died
in 1981.
Steve Thompson of SKT took over
the ranges and added a few more
from various sources. He then sold
the company on to Paisley Miniatures of whom I know very little – in
a conversation with Duncan
MacFarlane I was told ‘He placed
one ad in the magazine then left the
country to work in the Middle East’.
So everything went quiet until Paul
Ashton bought Garrison and incorporated it into Amazon Miniatures. Paul

set up the current website and database – the site is still hosted by Paul and his
company. Finally, in 2005 Paul sold Garrison to me and that’s where it’s
stayed………

Charles Grant
The editor of the first Journal was Charles
Grant. Apart from editing the Journal, Grant
was also the author of many books and articles on wargaming. A lot of these involved
the use of Garrison figures. Being an Ancients fan, my obvious favourite was The Ancient Wargame. Published in 1974, The Ancient Wargame featured many Garrison figures, though the figures on the front cover
were actually Hinchliffe.
Grant also wrote a number of other books
and articles. He has his own Wikipaedia entry
at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Charles_Grant_%28game_designer%29. His
book ‘Battle’ originally appeared online in Meccano magazine which is available on the web via: http://
wargaming.info/2011/charles-grant-battlepractical-wargaming There is a also a partial list of publications listed on the web
by Nick Elsden at: http://
f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/
YDYZULxEM-

LI9wmsErzK8PRj86Gq_ni5wIO7Nmwucv97eLlXeoLUSHmEviTt8WF7ewZMhEtEHRv2d4M9I6MUvYZdSdnp2-nlW8qYbsplO_Nb/
Charles%20Grant/Grant%20bibliography%2019_12_07.pdf . Which is a bit of
a mouthful, probably easier to just google it......
Pictures below show some of Grant’s wargames figures currently in my possession and include Hinchliffe as well as Garrison.

Some pages from 1972

20mm Catalogue from
1972

Garrison 20mm Figures

My introduction to metal wargames figures came in 1970. Back then, in the UK
you generally bought Minifigs or Garrison. My Garrison figures were bought in
a shop in Knaresborough called The Northern Garrison. Greeks and Persians.
They also did Napoleonics and small range of WW2 Germans, but they were
of little interest to me.
They started to come out in 1966. Most people seemed to like them, but
strangely I have heard one or two people say that, at the time, they were looked
on as being not as good as Minifigs because they were cheaper! They were
rather variable in size, some were semi flat rather than fully round, and some of
the poses a bit static. Personally, I would consider the Garrison horse of the
time as being far superior to any others in production – as demonstrated by the number of later
manufacturers whose horses were, well, very similar in design.
Currently, most of the Ancients have been hunted
down and exist on new moulds, as have been some
of the Napoleonics. All the WW2 figures are in existence.

Since acquiring Garrison I have been converting figures at a frantic pace to produce ones that I always thought Garrison should have produced but didn’t. I’ve
also found a lot of figures that (as far as I know) were never produced. As a result, the Garrison 20mm Ancients range is far bigger now than when owned by
Greenwood and Ball.

Garrison 25mm
Once G&B moved into 25mm figures the number of ranges expanded quite
quickly. Ancient ranges such as Greeks, Persians and Assyrians first appeared.
These were quite chunky compared with the 20mm
versions and tended to have thick bases and long
spears. The Saxons and Normans that appeared in
1974-5, together with the 1976-7 Sword and Sorcery
ranges. were, to me, more pleasing in many ways,
and in fact don’t look out of place
with the 20mm figures. Other
ranges included smaller 7 Years
War, slightly larger ECW and
ACW, and redesigned Napoleonics. Some later Greeks and Persians were produced with
separate spears.
Later ranges, many of which I know from the SKT catalogues, included
Sumerian, Mycenean, Viking, Byzantine, Sassanid, Seleucid , along with
several other minor ranges. Ranges
showed influences from several different designers.
At some stage in the early 80’s G&B
started concentrating on 15mm figures,
these ranges being later bought by East Riding Miniatures, though I believe
they are no longer available.

Rose Miniatures

Russell Gammage is generally noted for his production of 54mm and above
figures. However, over the years he was also responsible for creating a number
of ranges of figures in the 30mm and below sizes. Some of these were produced very early on – mid 50s.
I’m not sure how early the Garrison connection is. ‘Officially’ the Rose
Wargames ranges were taken over by Steve Thompson of SKT sometime in the
1980s, the 54mm ranges going elsewhere. However, a lot of earlier Garrison
figures seem to be using Rose
shields, for example SS034, Corinthian infantry, that Greek
shield is definitely like the Rose
ones rather than Garrison! The
SS Fantasy ranges came out in
1976-7.
The earliest figures were 20mm

Napoleonics, this range gradually expanding to include ACW, WW1 and Zulu
Wars. Later, they would be described as 25mm, but that is best described as artistic licence. 30mm ranges included Napoleonics, especially Bavarian and
Westphalian, but also gladiators and Roman slave market. Most of these figures
were originally ‘lost’ but have now been hunted down and many are in production. Rose also produced an excellent Ancients ‘Inch High’ Range, the Prestige
range, that included mainly Egyptians, but also some Greeks, Persians and a
couple of Romans. All infantry, an attempt was made at producing a chariot but
it was a sorry affair.
Three ranges have so far not been ‘rescued’. Mentioned above, the gladiators
are still lost. A couple of the Prestige figures formed part of a Fantasy range I
haven’t been able to track down – pictures appear in Lost Minis Wiki – and
there is also a mysterious ‘British Civil War’ range. The later did exist – pictures appear in one of the Rose catalogues – but no-one seems to have seen
them!
One interesting thing. Russel Gammage seems to have been a cigar man. All
the masters I have are neatly stored in cigar boxes.

Other ranges

Over the years a lot of different ranges have been associated
with the Garrison/Greenwood and Ball marque. Many of
these names – Sanderson, Lassett, Minot for example – dealt
with larger scales, 54mm and above. Others were incorporated within the wargames area. In many cases, I admit the
origin of some of these have been lost to history.
One quirky range is the Admins range. These are rather
quirky figures and actually show evidence of at least two different designers. Cartoony in character, they come under the heading
of ‘acquired taste’. Having said
that, some of them are very nice
figures, with some poses showing a
lot of character. Ninja goblins in a
basket?
In 30mm, SKT sold an excellent range of Barry Minot designed American War
of Independence figures. Although I have the masters and some moulds, these
figures are not available. Strangely, this
range seems to have been sold in two parts.
Spencer Smith Miniatures sell about a third
of the range whilst Garrison owns the rest.
Two ranges that may have been bought in or
may have been G&B originals are
the SciFi ranges – spaceships in
roughly 1/2400th scale and 6mm
tanks. I’ll admit to liking both
ranges though other interests have
stopped me from building much in
the way of armies with them Perhaps in the future.

The Battle of Cunaxa

One of the best parts of the old wargames books is reading the battle reports.
The Ancient Wargame showed two in detail – Plataea and The Apocryphal
Well. Certainly, these both seem to be popular topics with Old School Wargamers – I’ve read a number of ‘re-enactments’ over the years.
It would seem a shame if I didn’t include one of mine. Slinghots 188, 189 and
193 included a 3 part assessment of Cunaxa/Kounaxa in 401BC. This battle,
described by Xenophon, was the start of the epic March of the 10,000, when
some Greek mercenaries formed part of an army raised by the Persian Satrap
Cyrus in an attempt to dethrone his brother Artaxerxes. The attempt failed,
Cyrus died and most of the senior officers of the mercenaries were murdered by
the Persians after the battle. They found themselves stranded in the middle of
the Persian Empire and it was a long way home……
The battle:
Cyrus and his army were caught on the march. A Persian army led by Artaxerxes appeared in their path and they hastily started to form up in line of battle.
This scenario only includes the left wing and centre of the Royal army as the
right wing was far to the right of the rebels and never saw action. The rebel
forces include the rebel right and centre as what would have been the left wing
was still marching towards the battle. This version is basically my DBA scenario from the Slingshot articles.
In my reconstruction, the Royal army centre consisted mainly of poor quality
infantry and Colonist cavalry. The left flank were under the command of the
Satrap Tissaphernes. It included troops brought from his Satrapy and others
who arrived with the satrap Orantes. The Rebel forces included the Greek mercenaries on the right, Cyrus and his guard cavalry in the centre and other troops
still trying to come up.
The battle started when scythed charged the Greeks but were defeated. Tissaphernes and his cavalry charged through the Greek peltasts and on to the baggage. The Greek hoplites went forward and the Asiatics facing them ran away.
Cyrus with his bodyguard charged Artaxerxes but died in the attempt.
The reconstruction is on a restricted board 30” x 22” - actually the notice
board that I use for photographing armies and figures on. It’s green on one side,

cork on the other so provides a useful ready-made table for gaming . Rules used
were DBA, variations for this reconstruction were that Persian infantry were
considered inferior and had a minus 1 in combat.

Figures used were all Garrison 20mm, including my own conversions. Exceptions were the scratch built chariots and Carian standard bearer, he being a
25mm figure carrying a Celtic cockerel standard.
As would become apparent—previous playtesting used other rules and less
generalised armies—a couple of changes would have been beneficial. These
include extending Tissaphernes line by including some Armenians while cutting out part of the centre. Also, I should have placed the Greek peltasts two
deep. This would mean that the Greeks didn’t overlap the Persian cavalry—

they didn’t in real life—and Artaxerxes would have been further away from
Cyrus.

As in the battle, I had Cyrus head straight for Artaxerxes. As a Knight, he did
stand a chance against all those cavalry, but the original went against about
10,000 cavalry with 600 men so....... But you don’t want to roll a 2!

The scythed chariots charged and promptly died.
Tissaphernes followed up with his bodyguard and
hit the Paphlagonian cavalry—in reality he should
have hit the peltasts. That fight lasted a couple of
round until the Paphlagonians rolled a 1—and Tissaphernes was free to continue with his real-life
attack on the Greek and Rebel camp.

Which just left the Greek line to roll up Tissaphernes’ infantry.

